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Preface

The papers included in this volume were all presented
during the Sea Grant Syrnposiurn on "Qimate and Health Implica-
tions of Bubble Mediated Sea-Air Exchange" held at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut, Avery Point, on 6 and 7 October 1988. This
syniposium was one of several events scheduled to celebrate the
designation, by the U, S. Secretary of Commerce, of the University
of Connecticut as a fuH-fledged Sea Grant College.

The topic of this syrnposiurn was felt to be particularly ap-
propriate at this time, when an improved understanding of climate,
and of those fa cacao which influence global climate change, is the
goal of the National Oceanic «nd Atmospheric Administration, the
fo'Leoil agency which sponsors the several dozen Sea Grant pro-
grams located in the various coastal and Great Lakes states.

This scientific meeting also coincided with the formal dedi-
cation, on this same campus, of the Laboratory for the Study of the
Physics and Chemistry of the Sea Surface, and of the new whitecap
simulation tank housed in this facility. The research into a variety
of bubble-mediated sea surface processes carried out in this labora-
tory, whose outfitting was made possible by a grant from the
University of Connecticut Research Foundation, is supported by
such funding agencies as the ONce of Naval Research and the
National Science Foundation. In the six months that have elapsed
since its dedication, scientists from France, the Netherlands,
Denmark, and the United Kingdom, and from states as distant as
California, have traveled to the Marine Sciences Institute at Avery
Prin and participated in a series of co-operative experiments



centered on the new whitecap simulation tank. Involved in the
work in this laboratory during this same interval have been Gradu
ate Students and Post-Doctoral Scholars from Ireland, Poland, the
People's Republic of China, and the United Kingdom, as well as
fmrn the United States. This bringing together of scientists from
all over, to pool their insights, talents, and equipment in pursuit of
the answers to pressing questions relevant to our marine envimn-
merit, is, we believe, an ideal, and at the same time and efficient,
way to conduct rese~h. Certainly this practical approach to the
scientific endeavor is one fully consonant with the responsibility o
each Sea Grant College to foster research, education, and advisory
services, in the fields of applied marine science.

We are particularly pleased to be able to include in this vol-
ume a number of papers which axe truly multi-discipliriary in
nature, spanning within a single paper the range of disciplines fmrr
microbiology/medicine to physics/meteorology, We est that the
reading of these contributions may encourage others to engage in
these sorts of fruitful, cross-disciplinary, studies.

This symposiurri, and the associated poster session, benefited
immeasurably from the dedicated efforts of aH of the staff of the
Connecticut Sea Grant Office.

This volume was brought to its final form thanks in large
measure to the work and perserverance of my co-editor, Ms. Peg
Van Patten, who was assisted in this effort by Ms. Patricia
Beetham.

Neither the symposium nor this volume would have been
possible without the funding provided to the ConnecticUt Sea
Grant College Program by the National Sea Grant Office, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U. S. Department of
Commerce, via Grant NA85AA-D-SG101. Additional support for
the symposium was provided by the University of Connecticut
Research Foundation. 7

Ed.ward C. Monahan

Avery Point, April 1989
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The new NMecap SimIation Tank /V an its podium in the Laboratory for
the Study of the Physics and Chemistry of the Sea Surface at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut Marine Sciences Institute. Visible near the bottom of
the tank is an array of frits used to produce a continuous plume of
bubbles as required in the series of Petit-CL USE experiments, carried
out with the support of N.S.F. and C.N.R.S.  France!, to assess the
contribution of bubble-generated droplets to the sea-ai r moisture fly.
Beneath the movable gantry, the hood that serves to enclose the space
above the tank can be seen.
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Bacteria and Other Materials
in Drops from Bursting Bubbles

Duncan C. Blanchard

Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, NY 12222

Abstract

The ubiquitous breaking waves on lakes, rivers, and at sea are
probably the most important source of air bubbles, but on a local
scale the falling of precipitation into the water may also be impor-
tant. Bubbles can collect bacteria as they rise through the water,
and when they burst at the surface many of the bacteria are
skimmed off the bubble and into the jet drops. Depending upon a
number of factors, including drop size and the distance the bubbles
move through the water, the bacterial concentration in the jet drops
can be several hundred times that in the ~ater where the bubbles
burst. Film drops enriched in bacteria have also been found. Under
certain conditions, the enrichment of jet and film drops with bac-
teria, viruses, and toxins may be a health hazard to people living
along the shore.

1. Introduction

Over 2,300 years ago, Hippocrates wrote about the influence of
~cather and the environment on human health. His ideas, and
those of others down through the centuries, have been discussed by
Sargent �982!. Much of our environment consists of the lakes,
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rivers, an
~ and oceans that cover over 70% of the surface of the earth-
F~m these waters an aerosol is produced and carried by the winds
to great distances and heights.Since all natural waters contain bacteria, it would only be
common sense to believe that the concentrations of bacteria in the
droplets rising from these waters are unchanged in their journey
from the water into the atmosphere. Common sense, however, in
this case can be wrong- Numerous laboratory experiments have
shown that the concentration of some species of bacteria in the
droplets is hundreds of times that in the water from whence they
came. Many of us are exposed to these droplets, since our cities
and towns are usually located near rivers, lakes, or the sea. We
must understand how bacteria are enriched in the droplets, for they
may occasionally pose a hazard to human health.

This paper, a review of the work on the problem, begins with a
short account of the experiments that showed the importance of
bursting bubbles in producing an aerosol from natural bodies of
water. Much of this review, especially that dealing with the bac-
teria, dews heavily from one of my earlier papers  Blanchard,
1983!.

2. The Production of Jet and Filtn Drops

Over 30 years ago, marine meteorologists studying the for-
mation of rain-drops in marine clouds  Woodcock and Blanchard,
1955! began to investigate the mechanism by which giant conden-
sation nuclei are produced at the surface of the sea  Moore and
Mason, 1954; Blanchard and Woodcock, 1957!. This work still
goes on and, consequently, most of what we know about aerosol
production from natural waters is only for seawater. Relatively
little work has been done with freshwater  Monahan and Zietlow,
1969; Monahan, 1969!.

Most of the aerosol generated from natural waters is in the
form of jet and film drops from the bursting of air bubbles. The
bubbles can be produced by a variety of ways: by rain and snow
falling into the water  Fig. 1!, by waterfalls and rapids, and by the
tmaking of wind-induced waves  Blanchard and Woodcock,
195~! 'Ae coverage of the sea by breaking waves or whitecaps
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increases with more than the third power of the wind speed
 Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh, 1980!, and on average the world
ocean whitecap coverage is about 1 per cent. Bubble spectra within
whitecaps at sea have not been obtained, but in a laboratory model
breaking wave, Cipriano and Blanchard �981! found bubbles from
<1 mirn to about 10 mm diameter. The bubble flux to the surface
was about 2 x 10' m' s'.

When a bubble bursts at the surface of the water  Fig. 2!, same
of its surface free energy is converted into kinetic energy of a jet of
water that rises rapidly from the bubble cavity {Blanchard, 1963;
MacIntyre, 1972!. The jet, first postulated by Stuhlman {1932! and
experimentally confirmed by Woodcock et aI. {1953!, breaks up
into 1 to 10 drops, the more the smaller the bubble. The first jet
drop, usually called the top drop, is about one-tenth the bubble
diameter, but the lower drops can be larger or smaller. Most are
larger. The maximum in the ejection height of the top drop is
nearly 20 cm for drops from bubbles of 2 mrn diameter. No jet
drops are produced from bubbles � or 8 mm.

Fig. 1. Foor ways to produce bub6les in the sea The first three have been
oxpenrnentally guoven, buf the fourth is still only conjecture.



Fig. Z. Jet drops
moving rap'dfy
ppwald from the j et
of a collapsing t-rnm
diameter bubb!e.
Some of the drops
may have escaped
fiom the fiekf of view.

Bursting bubbles also produce film drops that arise from the
disintegration of the thin film of water that separates the air in the
bubble from the atmosphere  Fig. 3!. Unlike jet drops, film drops
are hard to measure, most being � pm diameter  Cipriano et al.,
1987}, but sorte are >100 pm  Resch et al., 1986!. It has long been
thought that film dmp production increased steadily with bubble
size, but Blanchard and Syzdek �988! recently reported a maxi-
mum of about 75 film drops fmm bubbles of 2 to 2.5 rnm diameter.

3. The Knrichrrl.nt ef Sacteria in Jet and Film Drops

Horrocks �907! appears to have been the first to show that
bacteria could be ejected into the atmosphere by bubbles bursting
at the surface of bacterial-laden waters. Nearly half a century
passed before Woodcock �955!, unaware of the earlier work,
suggested that jet drops could carry bacteria. In 1970, Blanchard
and Syzdek found thai the concentration of the bacterium, S.
morcescens, in jet drops could far exceed that in the water where
the bubbles burst, A measure of the bacterial enrichment is given
by the enrichment factor EF, the ratio of the concentration of bac-
teria in the drop at the moment of production  before evaporation
occurs! to the concentration in the water from which the drop was
produced. High EFs depend on 1! a bubble arriving at the surface
with many bacteria attached to it, and 2! by having these bacteria
skimmed off the surface of the bubble and into the jet drops.
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Fig 4 Schematic outline of an
experiment fo obtain the number
of bacteria carried by the top jet
dip  or the top two or more! as a
function of the distance the bubble
has risen through the bacterial
suspension.

dramatically from near-neg!igible values to about 400 as the BRD
increased to only 3 cm, but then increased more slowly ta 600 at a
3RD of 10 crn. Ihe marked decrease in the rate of increase of EF
at about 3 cm appears to be because the bubble changes from a
Auid to a solid sphere. During the first few centimeters of rise, a
bubble of this size moves as a fluid sphere  clean bubble! with a
clean surface  Taiesco and Blanchard, 1979!. In addition to
bacteria, it collects surface-active material during its ascent. The
mobility of the bubble surface, therefore, decreases until enough
surfactant has accumulated to render the surface immobile  Clift et
al., l978!. From then on it rises as a solid sphere  dirty bubble!.
The rate of collection of bacteria by a bubble in the early period of
rise, when its surface is clean, is much higher than the rate later on,
when its surface is dirty  %eber et al., 1983!,

Very few bacteria make contact with the bubble by diffusion or
inertial fart:es. Most do so by interception, a collection mechanism

at depends on the finite size of the bacteria  %'cber, $98 i!. Since
inertial effects are negligible, bacteria follow the fluid strearnlines
around the bube u ble. Due to their finite size, however, those bacteri
followin sg trearnlines very close to the bubble make contact and

se teria

st@ scavenged.



Fig. 5. The enrr'chment
factor  EF} for bacteria
in the topjet drop as a
fvre6on of the distance

the bubbie rises through
a bacteria] suspension of
S. marcescens in poof
water. Three drfferent
experiment are shown.
 From Blanchard et al.
198f!

Drop size.
Having seen how the EF increases with BRD for a given

bubble size, we' ll now look at what happens when the BRD is held
constant and bubble size is varied. This is how Blanchard and

Syzdek �970! did their first bacterial experiments. Their results,
presented in a graph of the tap drop EF as a function of drop size
 or, if multiplied by 10, the bubble size, since the top drop is about
one tenth the bubble size!, showed that the EF reached a maximum
for drops of about 50 pm diameter. The maximum was also found
by Bezdek and Carlucci �972! with seawater suspensions of S.
mannorubra, by Blanchard and Syzdek �972!, again using dis-
ti!led water suspensions of S. marr.escens, and by Hejkal et al.
�9SO! with suspensions of a number of species of marine bacteria
in NaCl solutions.

In the center of Fig. 6 is a graph showing a composite of all the
data. The surrounding sketches suggest a possible explanation for
the EF maximum. Let us assume, following MacIntyre �972!, that
the microlayer thickness, kR, skimmed off the surface of the burst-
ing bubble to produce the jet drops, is proportional to the bubble
radius R. For the smallest bubbles it is probable that kR is less than
the size of the bacteria attached to the bubble. Most of these bacte-
ria, therefore, will be left behind when the microlayer is trans-
formed into jet drops. In fact, the EF might be � for drops   20
p.m  from bubbles less than about 200 pm diameter!.

As bubble size increases from small to intermediate, an optimal









sol, but Pierce �986! believes they might be and has experiments
underway to detect it.

Legionella pnemnophila, the cause of the respiratory disease
legionellosis, commonly known as the Legionnaires' disease, is a
pa.thogen that can cause disease after being ejected into the atmos-
phere by bubbling and splashing processes. Although it has been
isolated from many lakes Wiermans er al., 1979!, the outbreak of
the disease appears to be singularly associated with the aerosol
generated by a.ir conditioning cooling towers  Dondero et al.,
1980; Friedman er al., 1987!. L. pnesunophi la has been found
enriched in the foam in cooling towers  Colbourne et al., 1987!
and in jet drops from bursting bubbles  Parker et al., 1983!.

Gruft et aL �975!, aware that Mycobacteriurn ietracell~lare
infections in humans occur more frequently along the southeastern
shares of the United States, suggested that the source of the bacte-
rium was in estuaries and other coastal waters. Since their experi-
rnents showed that the bacterium could be enriched in jet drops,
they postulated that the infectious aerosol was produced by the sea
and carried inland by onshore winds. Later, Parker er al. �983!
indicated that the source of infection might also be an aerosol pro-
duced by fresh and brackish waters.

Viruses deliberately mixed with seawater in the surf zone
 Baylor er al., 1977! were found to be highly enriched in the
bubble-produced aerosol that passed over the shore. This could
have public health implications since viruses exist in the sewage
that is often dumped into the coastal regions of the sea.

Some pollutants produced on land are carried to the sea by
rivers, where a portion of them are ejected into the atmosphere in
jet and film drops to be carried by onshore winds back to the land
again. Fraizier er aL �977! have used this scenario to explain the
sharp falloff of radioactivity in plants with distance inland from the
shore along sections of the French coast.
In certain regions along the shore in Italy, pine trees have been
affected by a bubble-produced aerosol. Gellini er al. �985! believe
that surfactants carried to the sea by rivers become airborne aboard
jet and film drops. During onshore winds the drops stick to the
pine needles where a synergistic reaction between the sodium





towers containing the bacterium responsible for Legionnaires'
disease. Under some conditions, trees and other vegetation along
the shore can be damaged by pollutants that are scavenged from
the water by bubbles and then ejected into the air on an aerosol that
is carried inland by the wind.
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enric inchment factors  EF! were significantly different  P   0.05,
SMent's T-test! between some representatives of a single species
 i.e. M avium strains 13S and 18S aiid M. scrofulaceum strains
14S ~d ]6S, Table 1!. However, in spite of the significance of ~

ferences there was great variability in the enrichment factors
 Table 1! and we sought to identify the sources of that variabihtjj-
Iy~~g of Medium Composition on Aerosotization.

~e enrichment factor of cells of M. aviurn strain 13S grown ~
Middlebrow 789 broth containing 1%  vol/vol! glycerol and 10%
 viol! OADC enrichment  EF = 230 4 160! was significantly
lower  P < 0.05, Student's T-test! than the value for cells grown iA
tilter-sterilize James River water  EF = 1,100+ 470!. This differ-
ence was observed in spite of the fact that cells of both strains mere
suspended in a portion of the same sample of James River water
fof aerosollzabon.

Epee'r of Ce0 Ag gregafion on Aerosolization.
Earlier data had suggested that cell aggregation contributed ~

variation in enrichment factors  Parker, et aL, 1983!. To determiraw
whether aggregation of cells coiild influence measurement of
droplet enrichrnerit, two approaches were chosen. Table 2 shows
the results of the effect of spreading ejected droplets following
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bubble impact on the mediurri. The values for enrichment factors
of M. aviwn strain W227 and M. scrofidaceum strain 14S were
signiflicantly higher  P   0.05, Student's T-test! when the droplets
were spread over the surface of the medium  Table 2!. Though not
statistically significant, EF values for both M. serofidaceum strains
16S and W220 were higher when droplets were spread  Table 2!.

The second approach exarniaed the effect of 3-minute-vortex-
ing a culture of M. avium strain 13S before suspending cells in
James River water for aerosolization. The EF value for an un-
treated suspension of M. aviunt strain 13S was 10,500 + 2,900. The
EF value for the same culture vortexed 3 minutes before suspen-
sion in James River water was 510 k 130. Vortexing, to produce a

less aggregated suspension, led to a significant drop in the enrich-
rnent factor  P   0.05, Student's T-test!.

Qec j of Sa6nity on Aerosolization.
Because MAIS organisms are recovered  Falkinharii, et al.,

1980! and can grow  George, et al., 1980! in natural waters of
moderate salinity  i.e. 1 and 2% sea salts!, the possibility that salt
concentration influenced aerosolization of mycobacteria was
investigated. The data in Table 3 illustrate that mean enrichment
factor values changed as the coeicentratioa of artificial sea salts
added to James River water increa.:M. At low sea salts concentra-
tions  i.e. 1-3%!, the EF values for M. avium strain 18S rose
significantly  P < .05, Student's T-test!, while at the highest
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Cell aggregation also affected enrichment in droplets  Table 2!.
!ncreased EF values for droplets which were spread probably
reflect the fact that droplets contained aggregated mycobacterial
cells and spreading disrupted the aggregates. Likewise, the fall in
EF values following vortexing was probably due to the disruption
of aggregates, so fewer aggregates were present in ejected droplets
yielding high cell numbers when spread. Because the extent of ag-
gregation of mycobacterial cells changes with their growth stage
 i.e. late log and early stationary phase cultures are heavily aggre-
gated; Falkinham, unpubHshed!, the growth stage of M. avium and
M. scrofulaceum cells is likely to influence enrichment in ejected
droplets as well.

Although low concentrations of artificial sea salts increased the
EF values for rnycobacterial strains, this was accompanied by
changes in the volume of ejected droplets  Table 3!. Because the
increases in EF values were offset by decTeases in droplet volume
ejected, measured within the same time period for James River
water with and without 1% artificial sea salts, approximately the
same number of rnycobacterial cells were transferred except at the
highest concentration tested  i.e. 4%, Table 3!.

The data demonstrate that the differences in droplet enrichment
values of M. aviv' and M. scrofulaceum strains are not associated
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While investigating a red tide episode at Venice, Florida, in
1947, Woodcock �948! surmised the relationship between
respiratory irritation and aerosolized dinoflagellate products. At
that time he suggested that the irritant-containing aerosols were
probably formed by bursting bubbles from breaking waves within
the dinoflagellate bloom area.

Since this early insight, very little new information about bio-
synthesized marine toxin aerosols has been provided.  Steidinger
and Joyce, 1973; Baden et al., 1982; Pierce, 1986!. Recent ad-
vances in knowledge about red tide toxins and improved analytical
methods have allowed a more in-depth investigation of this phe-
nomenon. The chemical structures of two of the primary neurotox-
ins biosynthesized by P. brevis were elucidated by Lin et aL
�981! and Shimizu �982!. These compounds consist of a hetero-
cyclic oxygenated fused ring system, with a terminal aldehyde or
alcohol, designated brevetoxin-B  BTX-8! and GB-3, respectively.
To date, as many as eight chemical toxins have been reported
under various nomenclatures  Padilla et aL, 1975; Baden and
Mende, 1982; Chou et al., 1985; Nakanishi, 1985; Pierce er a!.,
l985; Shirnizu et al., 1986!. Poli er al., 1986, proposed a. revised
nomenclature to help eliminate confusion fmm the various systems
in use. The chemical structure of six of these toxins identified in
our samples is given in Figure 1.

Figure f. Chemical structures for P. brevis toxins
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~stallized toxin extracts. Sufficient quantities of all other
toxins were not available to prepare standard HPLC curves for
quantitative analysis. For this report, all toxins, other than PbTx-2,
+ere assigns uv response factors identical to pbTx-3 for quanti6-
cation. Toxins are listed in the figures in order of elution during
HpLC ana}ysis; PbTx-3, 6, -2, -7, -5, -1. The other two possible
toxins, PbTx-4 and PbTx-8, have not been identified in our
ggnples,

gesults and Discu<mion

Fin'kt Sarnptes
Results of toxin analysis for the Florida red tides  Figure 4!

show PbTx-2 to be the most abundant toxin  average of 200 Pg/I!.
about 4 to 8 times mare abundant than PbTx-3 and PbTx-5  av~-
aging 30 p.g/l!, resulting in a ratio of PbTx-2/3 near 7. The aerosol
samples revealed similar patterns except that the relative amoont of
PbTx-3 ui~scd with respect to PbTx-2 �/3 ratio = ca. 3!, sug-
gesting an enrichment of PbTx-3 in aerosol relative to PbTx-2.

Samples from the North Carolina bloom contained the same
three tnost abundant toxins  Figure 5!; however, PbTx-2 was m~
abundant relative to PbTx-3 in comparison to the Florida samples
with a PbTx-2/-3 ratio of 8 to 12. The aerosol sample also exhiW
itcd an increase of PbTx-3 over PbTx-2 as compared to the water

Figure 4. Tcvrin
concentration ia
FIarida red tide
Mooms, hlay
4987, water ancf
aerosol sa~4ea.







Fgure 7, Toxin
ennchmenf in
bubM~unfuced
foam and p!t dIUps
 P. brevis cujt0re,
25 x 70 ' cells',
30-minute sample
rn bobber chamber
at W'C,94'/

entire mass balance, however, it becomes evident that an increase
in PbTx-3 was also observed in the remaining culture after removal
of toxins by bubbling, which is contrary to selective removal of
PbTx-3 by bubbles. Also, the find mass balance showed a de-
crease in PbTx-2 in proportion to the increase in PbTx-3, providing
strong evidence for the conversion of PbTx-2 to PbTx-3, as was
indicated in the toxin degradation stud.y above.

The other two toxins found in sufficient quantity to evaluate
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Figure S. Toxin
enrichment i
bubble-pmtuc ad
aerosol  P. brevis
culture,40 x 10'
ce/i@1! 4-hr sample
in lab aerosol

chamber ei th

10 kt air velocity,
24'C, 34'/oe

2. Toxins were enriched in surface foam at the sea-air inter-

face by bubble-mediated transport. For PbTx-2 and PbTx-3, foam
enrichment factors ranged from 2.4 to 3.6 times the concentrations
in the original sample.

3. Toxins were highly enriched in bubble-produced jet drops
and aerosol. For PbTx-2 and PbTx-3, enrichment factors ranged
from 35 to 45 for jet drops and from 20 to 50 for aerosol.

4. Selective enrichment of one toxin over another was not

verified; however, the apparent enrichment of PbTx-3 over PbTx-
2 was found to result from the conversion of PbTx-2 to PbTx-3

during the aerosolization process.

5. Larger quantities of xed tide-containing seawater and/or lab
cultures are needed to investigate bubble-mediated enrichment of
other P. brevis toxins as well as bacteria and bacteria toxins asso-

ciated with red tides.
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From the Laboratory Tank
to the Global Ocean

Edward C. Monahan
Maririe Sciences Institute
University of Connecticut
Avery Point, Groton, CT 06340

Abstract

A series of models have been developed to predict the aerosol
flux up from the sea surface, the bubble flux up to the sea surface,
and the rate of gas transfer through the sea surface. In each case,
the process is described explicitly in terrris of oceanic whitecap
coverage. The laboratory measurements of the contribution of an
individual whitecap are combined with assessments of global or
regional oceanic whitecap coverage to make the desired estimates
of the fluxes of droplets from, bubbles to, and gases through, the
ocean surface. While the utility of these models has already been
demonstrated, the value of these models, and of this modeling
approach, will be enhanced if answers can be obtained for the 24
questions set out in the text.

l. Introduction

When we began our study of sea spray several decades ago,
with an initial investigation of the role of spray droplets in the
downward transport of forward momentum  Monahan, l968!, we
quickly learned that, under the high wind conditions which were of
the most geophysical interest, it was extremely difficult to measure
the concentration of spray droplets in the lowest meter over the
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measure in the field the "crop" of spray droplets injected into the
air as a consequence of the decay of a specific whitecap, we re-
sorted to producing "captive" transient whitecaps in hooded white-
cap simulation tanks and counting the aerosol particles that
appeared in the air within the hoods as a result of the decay of indi-
vidual whitecaps  Monahan, et al., 1982; l986}. A further refine-
ment involved the recasting of this spray generation model in terms
of the rate of reduction of the volume of the aerated plume associ-
ated with each whitecap, which resulted in a conceptually more
satisfying model than the one relating aerosol flux to the rate of
decay of the surface area of a whitecap  Monahan, 1986; 1988!.

It is insightful to review these models, arid the models being
formulated to define the influence of whitecaps on the rates of sea-
air gas exchange  e.g., Monahan and Spi0ane, 1984!, and to make
explicit the assumptions incorporated in, or "hidden within," the
resulting mathematical expressions. In this fashion, we hope to
make clear some of the critical questions stiR to be answered about
these several air-sea exchange processes.

But before we begin our review of the models themselves, we
need to consider what is meant by the term, "fraction of the sea
surface covered by whitecaps," and how this quantity may be
related to increases in sea surface rrucrowave emissivity, a property
of the ocean that can be routinely, and remotely, monitored by
existing and proposed satellite systems.

2. Measuriag Oceanic %'hitecap Coverage

By projecting oblique 35mm photographic images of the sea
surface and analyzing them by the standard "manual" technique
 Monahan, 1969!, it has been possible to assess the fraction of the
sea surface covered by mature whitecaps  Stage B of Figure 1!, as
well as by active whitecaps  Stage A! and aerated spilling waves.
As a consequence of their greater horizontal extent, and relatively
longer duration, the fraction of the sea surface that is at any instant
covered by Stage B whitecaps far exceeds the fraction of the sea
surface covered by the higher albedo Stage A whitecaps.

This is demonstrated by the curves plotted on Figure 2, where
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Line H J. corresponds to the whitecap - LU m elevation wina speed;

i.e., W,  U!, expression of Monahan and O'Mumheartaigh �980!,
which they obtained by applying the technique af robust Bi-weight
fitting to the photographic whitecap data sets found in Monahan
�971! and Toba and Chaen �973!, while Line Al is a representa-
tion of the W� U. AT! expression that arose from the analysis,
with a Hamamatsu Area Analyzer, of oblique U-matic video
recordings of the sea surface taken during the MIZEX 1983
 Manahan, et al., 1985!, MIZEX 84  Monahan and Woolf, 1986!,
HEXPILOT  Monahan, et al., 1985!, and HEXMAX  Monahan, et
al., 1988b! experiments. The video-based expression, given here
for near neutral atmospheric stability, i.e., for AT equals zero, only
takes into consideration the high albedo Stage A whitecaps and
spilling breakers  Monahan, Wilson, and Woolf, in Monahan. et
al., 1988a!, effectively excluding the relatively low albedo Stage 8
whitecaps which of necessity fall below the discrimination bright-
ness level routinely adopted for use with the Hamamatsu Area
Analyzer. Line B2, also included on Figun: 2, is the W,  U, AT!
expression obtained by Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh �986!
from the analysis of the composite whitecap data base comprised
of the photographic results from BOMEX plus other warm seas
 Monahan, 1971!, the East China Sea and adjacent waters  Taba
and Chaen, 1973!, JASIN  Monahan, et al., 1981!, STREX  Doyle,
1984!, and MIZEX 83  Monahan, et aI., 1984!. In this instance,
AT, the surface water temperature minus the deck height air tem-
perature, has again been set equal to zero; i.e., Line 82 represents
the W,  U! expression for near neutrd stability.

Only in the Soviet literature can be found the msults obtained
from the analysis of specific sets of photographic images for both
the areas of the sea surface associated with crests and active Stage
A whitecaps, and for direct comparison the areas occupied on the
sarrie images by foam and passive Stage B whitecaps.

The fraction of the sea surface covered by breaking wave crests
found by Bondur and Sharkov �982! is illustrated by Curve A2,
while the fraction of the sea surface they deduced from the same
photographs to be covered by striplike foam is presented by curve
B3. Bortkovskii's �987! results for active whitecaps, based on
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Fjp. 2. Wind dependence
0  Stage A and&age 8
whit~ coverage. See
text for id'errtlfy o each
labeled curve. Note that
both axes bear logarith-
mic sca/es.

 Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh, 1986!, what is the wind speed
above which these power-law expressions likewise do not apply?

Q6 - For a constant 10 m e!evation wind speed and uniform
atmospheric stability, what is the quantitative effect of changes in
the kinematic viscosity, i.e., of changes in sea surface temperature,
on whitecap coverage?

Q7 � Can we quantify, via water wave theory, the influence of
finite fetch and limited wind duratio~ on W, and %�?

Q8 - WhHe the two-dimensional surface divergence associated
with the idealized, buoyant, whitecap bubble plume should miti-
gate the effect of any surface rnonolayers on the persistence of
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Figure 3. Near-surface
resident bubble spectra for
winds of 11-13 ms-' Reg+�
W x  B!; range of spectra
predW~by Equation 7for
U10of 13ms',i.e., for y
equalto00241 CurveG
oceanic spectrum, 1,5 depth
11- f3 ms' winds, Ko/ovary
�976!. Curve H coastal
spectrum, 0.7m depth, 11.
13ms' winds, Johnson anrf
Cooke �979!. Curve i, fr9sh.
water wind-wave flume
spectrum, 0.05 m depth,
13ms' winds, 26.2 m fetch,
Baldy and Bovrguel � 985!.
Region  B -CJ at top
corresponds to range of
spectra model predicts for
immediately beneath a
whitecap, or for LV, equal to
1.00.

."'"Ps can the actual role of organic material in the oceanic
< hve a dof sutfactant6lms on the sea surface, 4 stabiliz-

ing whitecap bubbles, and hence in extending the ]i fetimes of
individual whitecaps, be explicated?
3. Whifecap-Dependent Sea Surface Aerosol

Generabon Models

Our initial expression, incarcerating quantities derive fr ~ +
study of srnaB whitecaps in laboratorjj ~ and quantities obtai
horn recording whitecaps at sea  Monahan, ei N., 19S3; Mona".'
1986! is re rodp uced, with sight change in notation, as Equation .











W =3.86x10 U

The near surface bubble population spectra predicted by
Equation 7 to be associated with winds of l3 ms ' is represented by
the lower hatched band depicted on Figure 3, The upper bound of
this range of bubble populations, given by the curve W x B,, was
determined assuming that each bubble produces only one jet
droplet; i.e., that J equals one, and that the bubbles are hydro-
dynarnically dirty, and thus rise with the terminal velocity appro-
priate for a sphere with no tangential relative flow at its irrImediate
surface. Conversely, the lower bound of this range, illustrated by
curve W x C�was calculated assuming that each bubble gives rise
to five jet droplets and that the bubbles are hydrodynarnically
clean. By way of reference, the band of bubble population spectra
predicted by our model for 1D0% whitecap coverage is also in-
cluded  Region B,-C,! on Figure 3.

Near-surface oceanic bubble spectra have been obtained by
Kolovayev �976!, and by Johnson and Cooke �979!, when the
wind was blowing 11-13ms '. It is apparent from FiguN: 3 that for
all bubble radii, R, greater than 120 pm Kolovayev's spectrum
 curve G! falls essentially within the band of spectra predicted by
Equation 7 when the tlFP r tenn was evaluated for winds of
13 ms '. Johnson and Cooke's spectrum  Curve H!, on the other
hand, is consistent with the model predictions for all R larger than
50 pre. The discrepancy in the 5D to 120 pro radius interval
between Kolovayev's results for 1.5 m depth, obtained using
Neuimin's semi-automatic cylindrical bubble trap  Glotov, er al.,
19'61!. equipped with a camera and three lamps to illuminate the
bubbles, and the results obtained by Johnson and Cooke using at a
depth of 0.7 I a camera in a waterproof housing accompanied by
three external strobe lamps, may, as was suggested by Johnson and
Cooke �979! be due to some dissolution, and perhaps also some
coalescence, of bubbles in this size range during their residence
within the Neuimin bubble trap.  ft may be assumed that Glotov,
et al., would not agree with this interpretation, as they state in their
1962 paper that the bubbles rested against the underside of the
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7 to predict the approximate shape and amplitude of the large
radius portion of the near-surface, in-situ, bubble spectrum, gives
support to our contention that the bubble flux modeling approach
set forth in this section, and the aerosol flux modeling scheme
described in Section 3, are fundamentally valid, and thus merit
further development.

Q16 - Is the relationship found by Blanchard �963! to pertain
between the radius, R, of an isolated bubble breaking at a quiet
water surface, and the radius, r, of the daughter jet dmplets, still
fully valid in the case of whitecap bubbles, which are not isolated
and often burst at an agitated sea-air interface?

Q17 - Is the transition between the jet droplet dominated
portion of the aerosol spectrum and the film droplet dominated
portion adequately described by the laboratory findings of Woolf,
et al �987!?

Q18 - Will the function, J, representing the number of jet drop-
lets produced per bursting bubble, upon further laboratory studies
prove to be dependent upon R; i,e�shouki we expect ultimately to
substitute a J R! term in Equation 7?

Q19 - Is it rteasonable to expect that the J, or J R!, expression
determined from laboratory studies of the bursting of individual
bubbles, be appropriate for use in modelling the relationship be-
tween the sea surface aerosol Aux and the whitecap bubble flux,
given that many whitecap bubbles do not burst in isolation nor on a
relatively calm sea surface?

Q20 - Need we consider the possible influence of protracted
bubble-surface-lifetime on tlFPr, ter/ itR, and J Ri, in perfecting
our model?

Q21 - Can we, with any confidence, predict when bubbles, of
Radius R, in a specified part of the world ocean, will typically
prove to be hydmdynamically dirty, and thus behave accordingly?

Q22 - Given the variety of fates that Thorpe �982! has docu-
mented await small bubbles in the open ocean, is there any reason
to hope that a model such as the one described above can ever be
used to predict the resident population of these smaller bubbles?

Q23 - Can the agreement between the wind dependence four}d
by Farms and Lemon �984! for the population of bubbles in





through the viscous surface layer assuaged to exist everywhere bot
in the interior of whitecaps, and k, is the much higher piston
velocity identified with the turbulent transfer of gases through a
whitecap vent.

k~ = kM l � W~!+ kTWa

7n light of the detailed discussions of gas transfer through
smooth and roughened, but not whitecap covered, sea surfaces
available in the recent literature  Liss and Merlivat, 1986, Coantic,
1986!, it may be more appropriate to rewrite Equation 9, as has
been done in Equation 10, to make explicit the wind-dependent
nature of k,

kE =  k~ U + kM U !� � We!+ kTWB �0!
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It should be noted that the last term, k, W� is still by far the
most strongly wind-dependent term in this expression.

Recent, preliminary, gas exchange experiments carried out in
Whitecap Simulation Tank HI in the Marine Sciences Institute at
the University of Connecticut have shown that the generation of a
small whitecap once every 210 seconds, in ari instance where the
water in the tank is already being continuously stirred, is enough. to
more than triple the evasion velocity of radon gas when compared
to its evasion velocity when the tank is simply being continuously
stimxi The effectiveness of whitecaps in stimulating gas ex-
change can be appreciated when it is noted that the average frac-
tion of the sea water surface in the tank covered by whitecaps
during each 210-second cycle of this experiment was 0.1%; i.e., W
was just 0.001. Further measurements of this sort will make it
possible for us to evaluate k� the piston velocity associated with
the turbulent transfer of gases via a whitecap vent.

@24 - Is it reasonable to assume that k�will be independent of
the atua of the individual whitecap, or is it more probable that k
will increase with increasing whitecap size7
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Voile the aerosol flux, bubble flux, and gas transfer models
described in the previous sections are at markedly different stages
pf refinement, all show clear promise, and support the contentio
that a modeling approach in which the individual whitecap, or
bubble plume, is taken as the key element enabling us to extrapo-
late the laboratory tank results to global ocean is a fundamental<!'
valid one.

It is obvious that even the most detailed of our models stan~ ~+
need of refinement and revision, and it is to be hoped that the
answers to the two dozen questions interspersed in the foregoirtg
text will be Of particular utility in the further development of the~
several models.
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data at 0. 3 I were sampled. The data at 2.5 rn are typical for those
obtained with the impactor.

Preobrazhenskii �973! measured particle size distributions
from a ship at 3 heights: 1.5-2 m, 4 m, and 7 m. Samples were
collected on oil-coated glass plates. The data were presented for
two ranges of wind speeds: 7-12rns ' and 15-25 ms '. Those col-
lected at 1.5-2 m ASL, converted to number concentrations per
diameter interval, are presented in Figure 1. At higher elevations
the concentrations are lower.

Wu, et aI., �984! measured droplet concentrations from a raft
in Delaware Bay at elevatians between 0.13 and 1.3 m. Wind
speeds were 6-8 ms '. Droplets in the 30-400 pm diameter range
were detected by the extinction of a laser beam when the droplets
passed through the sensor volume. Absolute concentrations were
not obtained, the data were presented as the normalized frequen-
cies of occurrence  fj of particles in certain size bands.

The normalized droplet spectra are described by two relations.
ln the jet-droplet ejection zone Wu, er al. obtained:

f-D' 504,m<Dc150pm

f-D~' 1504.m<D <400prn z<20crn

Ds 400 pm D

Above the maximum ejection height of the jet droplets the
same relations apply, but for different size ranges:

f � D ' 10 pm < D   50 pm

f-D~' 50pm <D <200 pm z>20cm

f - D s 200 ~rn   D

D is the particle diameter, and z is the- elevation above the in-
stantaneous water surface. The size distributions were found to be
independent of both elevation and wind speed.

The relations between f and D for the smallest sizes in eqns. 1
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different places and under different atmospheric and oceanic
coaditioas.

Chaen �973! concluded from his experiments that on the
average the vertical distributions of the particle concentratiaiis
approach a power law dependence. Preobrazhenskii �973! con-
cloded that the particle volume decreases exponentially with
height.

The profile published by Blanchard and Woodcock �980! for

Figure 2.
Representative
examp/es of
droplet concen-
tration profiles in
the atmospheric
surface /ayer
over the ocean.

8 res ' wind speed has been reproduced in Figure 2, together with
examples of other profiles discussed below.

Wu, et al., �984! measured relative profiles of particle concen-
trations. The 30-50 pm particles were observed to be rather homo-
geneously distributed within the lowest meter above the instantane-
ous water surface, with only a small negative gradient, cf. Figure 2.
The gradient becomes stronger as particle size increases. Above
1m the concentrations drop draxnatically, for all sizes.

From our experiments in the North Atlantic in 1983  de Leeuw,
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1989!. Unfortunately direct comparisons were not possible since
both instruments could not be mounted on the wave follower si-
rnultaneously. Nevertheless the profiles measured with the
scatterorneter and with the Rotorod were often similar and the
scattemmeter data confirm the previously observed occurrence of a
maximum in the particle pmfiles  de Leeuw, 1989a!.

On the other hand, the data collected with both the Rotorod and
the optical scatterorneter are often scattered in the vertica1, which
rrught hide the occurrence of a maximum in the profile.

4. Production of sea-salt aerosols and dispersal in
the surface layer.

The production and subsequent dispersion of aerosols in the
surface layer are discussed in the foGowing sections. Comprehen-
sive documentation exists oa the production, cf. the reviews by
Blanchard �983! and Monahan �986!. Some salient features of
production are reviewed below.

4.I Produmon.

Salt water droplets can be produced at the sea surface by
various mechanisms. The bubble mechanism has been studied
extensively in the laboratory, cf. Blanchard �983! for a review.
When an air bubble in salt water reaches the surface it stays there
for a second or more. Surface tension forces the bubble to reach an
cquihbriurn position before it bursts, Upon bursting the thin film at
the surface breaks up into typically 10-1000 particles  the so-caGed
fihn dmps!. Mis applies to bubbles larger than about 2 mm in
diam'. SmaHer bubbles produce less film drops. The film drop
spec+urn peaks at 5 pm, and may extend hem smaller than 1 pm
to larger than 30 pan  Blanchard, 1983!.

When the bubble bursts, the surface free energy is converted
into hnetic energy of a jet of water which rises from the bottom of
the bubble cavity. The water column overshoots the surface and
heals up into typically 1- 10 droplets, d.epending on bubble size.
The maximum ejection heights of these ~called jet drops have
been observed to be nearly 20 crn for the top drop and only a
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due to the somewhat enhanced pressure that forces the flow back
into the trough. Berate the whole process may be repeated.

During this process gravitation and turbulence are also active.
If W!xu, the particles are dragged downward and are likely de-
posited into the sea. In the other case, W<xu., they might escape
the eddy into the mixed-layer. Since these processes are statistical
in nature, this distinction is not sharp. Only a fraction of the par-
ticles is expected to reach the mixed layer, which depends on size,
density and wind speed.

Qnce in the mixed layer the particles are subject to gravitation
and turbulent transport, while entrainment, subsidence and
stability also affect the concentrations  cf. Fairall, et al., 1984!.

The exchange of particles between the surface layer and the
mixed layer is not limited to freshly produced droplets. 'Aged'
particles that are trapped in the eddies are subject to the same
processes described above. Hence they might be resuspended or
deposited. Another interesting possibility is the interaction through
coagulation between aged particles and fresh droplets, which might
enhance the deposition rate.

In view of the above, the concept of a viscous sub-layer, which
is successfully used in the description of air-sea exchange of, e.g.,
humidity, might be less suitable to aerosol modelling. It is not
only the escape of the droplets through the sub-layer that has to be
considered, but also the transport of the droplets in the zone of
influence of eave-induced eddies. Previously we called this the
turbulent buffer zone, since the droplets may be temporarily
trapped in the eddies. In effect, this buffer zone may be considereci
as an elevated and distribute sauxee.

6. Discussion.

Particle size distributions and particle concentration profiles
have been measured near the air-sea interface with methods basai
on different physical principles, Optical techniques employed w~
photographic  Monahan, 1968!, laser extinction measurements
 Wu, et al., 1984! and measurements of near-forward laser
scattering  de Leeuw, 1989a, 1!. Passive impaction methods were
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used by Chaen �973! and Preobrazhenskii �973!; active irnpac-
tioa methods were used by Chaen �973! and de Leeuw �.986,
1987, 1989a!. Various coatings were applied to retain the particles.
This requires different processing and calibration techniques.
The size distributions were measured under a wide range of mete-
orological and oceanographic conditions, at different locations.

This is reflected in the results displayed in Figure 1. Due to
changing meteorological conditions, the concentrations observed
during our measurements in the North Atlantic  de Leeuw, 1986!
vary over one decade. These data are representative for the average
of the other measurements in the same size range. Large
differences were observed, however, spanning almost four decades
at 10 pm to two decades around 10G pm,

The shapes of the surface layer profiles are strongly dependent
on wind speed. The occurrence of non-logarithmic profiles under
breaking wave conditions was demonstrated by our experiments in
the North Atlantic  de Leeuw, 1986!. The maximum in the profiles
was confirmed by the HEXOS experiments in 1984  de ~uw,
1987! and in 1986  de Leeuw, 1989a, b!. The analysis of these
profiles led to new insights into the surface production rate  de
Leeuw and Davidson, 1989!. The application of a viscous sublayer
coracept might need reconsideration. The use of an effective source
strength in mixed-layer models yields correct predictions of the
trends in mixed-layer aerosol profiles  de Leeuw, 1989c!. Near the
surface, however, the predicted concentrations increase faster than
indicated by our data  de Leeuw and Davidson, 1989!. Hence the
surface production rates are overestimated. Better results might be
obtained by considering a distributed source function that extends
over the region where wave-induced eddies are active. The extent
of this region will depend on the meteorological and oceano-
graphic conditions. Empirical relations to estiinate the elevated
source strengths were presented in de Leeuw �986!, This simple
model is based on a single data set consisting of 17 profiles, Inclu-
sioa of the HEXOS data is expected to lead to refinements yielding
a more rehable modeL The results are important to quantify the
effects of droplets on, e.g., the processes mentioned in the
Uitmduction. When they are trapped in the turbulent buffer zone
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when the wind increased to above 15 ms '. Correlation coefficients
between S-SAMC and wind speed were found to increase with
wind speed and with increasing sizes of the sea-spray aggregates
dispersed in air-

1. Introduction

Sea-spray generation processes have been investigated and
closely correlated with wind speed  e.g. Woodcock, 1953, Blan-
chard, 1963, Garbalewski, 1980, and others!. In the initial stage
the turbulent components of the air flow over the sea surface
generate fine ripples and capillary waves, which create rough
surface elements. Through such rough elements in a high fre-
quency range, the energy of air turbulence is transferred to the
developing wind waves. In a random wave field those waves that
have developed to the critical steepness wiH dissipate energy by
breaking and forming whitecaps. This is the main source of
bubbles at the sea surface. It is these bubbles which generate jet
and film drops upon bursting and affect the turbulent diffusion of
heat and moisture. When the wind-wave-whitecap system reaches
a high state of development the tearing of drops and water parcels
from the wave crests contributes further to the sea-spray flux to the

atmosphere.
During heavy storms or hurricanes water panels from wave

crests as well as rough elements of the surface are mechanically
dislodged, creating an air/sea mixing zone. Furthermore, the sea-
spray production processes may be modified by other peripheral
conditions. These include wave breaking in shallow water, or at
obstacles  i,e. icebergs!, air bubble advection in the ocean surface
layer, supersaturation of the sea water, wave-wave interaction, at-
rnospheric precipitation, stability at the air/sea interface, and other
rnetcomlogical and oceanographic conditions. An attempt to
correlate sea-salt concentration with wind speed and other mete-
orological factors has been made by Lovett �978!. It was fourid
that total sea-salt concentration could be represented as a function
of the wind speed by the equation ln~.16u+1.45  Q = sea-salt
concentration in begin' and u = wind speed in ms '!. Exton et al..
�983! conducted field experiments at a coastal site on the islarid
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of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides. They suggest that th< s
distribution of the sea-salt could be sub-divided into tw> ~1 g
separated at r&.3 p.m, the lour corresponding to long raNg
aerosol and the higher to locally-produced aerosol.

The complex interrelations between 10 m elevation wind>
whitecaps and marine aerosols were investigated by Monaha"
aL, �983!, They report the positive dependence of aerosol con«n
tration upon whitecap cover, increasing with droplet radius- T"
total mass of the sea-salt aerosols as a function of wind slteed nfl +
and whitecap coverage were determinated by Marks �987!. In t»s
study, the static stability at the air/sea interface was found to
inhibit the sea-salt aerosol production. Vertical profiles of the sea-
salt aerosols have been investigated by Chaen �973!, Pre-
abrazhenskii �973!, Blanchard and Woodcock �980!, Blanchard
er al. �984}, de Leeuw �986! and Strmska �987!. Furthermore,
some laboratory studies on the size distribution of particles in
profiles have been done by Wu �979!, Koga and Toba �981! and
Koga �984!. Both the particle concentration and its variation ~ith
height are strongly dependent on wind speed, and the average
concentration gradients decrease with decreasing particle diameter
at a given wind speed  de Leeuw, 1986!.

The present investigation was carried out to combine the 8-
SAMC and whitecap coverage data obtained during the HEXMAX
experiment. This eKort is part of the intercornparison of the vari-
Ous data sets collected to study the evaporation and spraydroplet
fluxes Rom the sea at the moderate- to high-wind speeds.

2. Measurements

Data were collected from the DUtch research platform Noord-
wijk, located 9 km offshore in the North Sea.

The S-SAMC ObServatiOns COnSiSted Of rnl~suxerrients at three
heights; 4-5 m, 12 m and 18,3 m, and the measurement of sea-salt
size distribution at 12 m elevation. For profile measurements a
senii-isokinetic air filtration unit with adjustable air speed at the
inlet was used. A High Volume Cascade Impactor � stages!,
Sierra 230, was used for the size distribution rrieasuxements.
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y@atman 41 filters were used for the actual collection of the
aerosol sampled by both instruments. The air-filtration-unit inlets
were oriented in the direction of the oncoming wind.

To collect a sufficient amount of aerosol, both saoipling units
were operated in ambient air for 0.5-3 hours. After each run, eight
exposed filters were unloaded and pressed to get pills of about 1
crn diameter.

Neutron activation analysis was carried out on a total of 750
pills. Irradiation was performed for 10 minutes at a thermal neu-
tron flux of about 10" sec ' cm ' using the reactor at the GKSS
Research Centre  Fed. Rep. of Germany!. The concentration of Na
was determined from the intensity of the 1368 kev Gamma-Ray
emission of Na-24 as measured with a Ge Li! detector.

The whitecap coverage was recorded using a video camera, a
SONY Trinicon Model DXC 1800 P, and a color portable video
recorder  SONY Model V0-4800PS!, The line-of-sight of the
camera was set 20 below the horizontal. The camera shelter itself
was fixed on the exterior of the platform at an elevation of about
12 m above the surface of the North Sea. The fraction of the sea
surface covered by young  stage A! whitecaps has been determined
for 159 periods during the experiment by analyzing the video
images with a Harnaroatsu Area Analyzer  Model C1143-00!.

Background meteorological and oceanographic data were
automatically recorded at 10-minute intervals by the platform data
acquisition system. The wind speeds measured 28 m above the
mean sea level were adjusted to the 10 m elevation wind speed
equivalent using the logarithmic wind profile law.

3 Sea-salt aerosol-total mass concentration data

The aerosol data obtained using the air filtration unit at 12 m
elevation were subdivided into five classes according to the difer-
ent air advection patterns present during the experiment. These
classes were partitioned using 1000 mb air mass trajectories and
»eluded air flow from a SW-NNW' sector, from ~iV-N sector,
from the English Channel, from the coastal zone, and fmm land. In
Fiig 1 the five classes of S-SAMC are presented as a function of
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aerosol mass

concentration of the

fi5aten-unit versus
10 m winct speed for
diferent advection air
Bows. h4easurernents
were taken at f2 rn
elevation during dry
~iris anct curves!
arxf rainy points
denoted by Iettels!
weather conditions.

Curves 3,4,7,$0are
deserked in TaMe $.

the wind speed u�0! for dry and rainy weather conditions. The S-
SAMC data in dry weather, associated with air advection from
SW-NÃAf sector  curves 3 and 4!, from a NNW-N sector  curve
10! as well as from the English Channel  in spite of rainy weather
condition!,  points denoted by E!, indicated a considerably higher
mass concentration than did the S-SAMC data associated with air
mass advection from the coastal zone  curve 7! or land  curve 9!.
In the latter case the air had to travel over the sea a distance of 10-

26 km.

Saxnples collected during rainy weather are indicated in Fig. I
by lemers which correspond to advection air flow over: the English
Channel  E class for frequent rain, and EF class for fog and rain!,
the North Sea, SW-~iVv  N class! and the coastal zone  C class!.
Generally, the S-SAMC data collected during rainy weather at 12
rn elevation showed lower concentrations and larger variations,
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identified with samples collected during foggy weather conditions
 see points denoted by EF on Fig. 1!.

To study the influence of wind speed u�0! on S-SAMC the
saxnples collected when the air was advecting from the SW-I'QPiV
sector  representing for the most part winds &om over the North
Sea! were partitioned into two categories. The first included the S-
SAMC values measured when the wind speed were between l. and
15 ms '  see curve 3 on Fig. 1}, and the second category included
the S-SAMC values obtained when the wind was between 15 and
24 ms '  see curve 4 on Fig. 1!. The differences in the slope of
these two curves show that the S-SAMC undergoes a marked en-
hancement when the wind speed exceeds 15ms '  see Table 1!.

This initial analysis shows some remarkable differences in S-
SAMC associated with different air advection patterns over the
North Sea. These differences support the hypothesis that sea-salt
aerosol over the North Sea is of a mixed type, originating from
both Atlantic and locally emitting sources. Nevertheless, the
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S-SAMC can be related to the air/sea interaction coriditions over
the North Sea itself, especially when wind speeds exceed 10 ms '.
Ia order to compare five earlier studies with our own, the data
have been expressed in the form in M!au+in b! and are pre-
sented in Table 2. The associated value of the quantity a deter-
mined from our studies is seen to agree well with those obtained
by Woodcock and Lovett, under sitnilar sampling conditions.

4. Five size cia~mes of the sea-salt aerosol

Recognizing that the pumping system of the multi-stage im-
pactor was too weak to sample at the correct rate during heavy
wind conditions, the S-SAMC data obtained from the multi-stage
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itnpactor were corrected using the simultaneously measured data
from the isokinetic air filtration unit. This was done by multiplying
the, original results obtained from each of five impactor stages
Q j,x=1,2,3,4,5! by the ration R=M F!/ M I! where M F! and M l!
are the total the S-SAMC obtained from the filtration unit and from
tlie tnulti-stage impactor respectively. Data processed in this
tnanner for the five size classes of S-SAMC were plotted in Fig. 2
as a function of wind speed u�0! for those samples collected when
the air advection was fmm the SW-NTAV sector over the North
Sea. The results, delineated by the ten estimates fitted to the S-
SAMC data as ln M!, show that giant particles  see stage 1!, in the
size range 7,2-30 pm in diameter, increase in concentration with
wind speed tnore rapidly than does the concentration of smaller
particles represented by the stages 2, 3, 4, and 5 which correspond
to size ranges 3.0-7.2 N,m, 1,5-3.0 gin, 0.95-1.5 pm and 0.49-0.95
ptn respectively. This is more obvious for wind speeds l-15 m '
 r3nge A in Fig. 2!. The few data collected for wind speeds 15-24
ms '  see range B in Fig. 2! are too scarce to give statistically

Fig 2 Five size classes
of sea-salt aerosof mass
concentration plotted as a
ln  M! versus u�0! wind
speed. Measurements
taken at f2 m elevation.
Curves are describedin
Table 3.
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Corr.
coeff.

Curve fitCurve
No,

Size cut-off in
p.m /stage no.

Data set/
Wind range

0.69
0.55
0.46
0,44
0,16

7,2-30 /1
3.0-7.2 /2
1.5-3.0 /3
0.95-1.5 /4

0.49<.95/5

In M!~-0,1511+0.1143 u
In M!~1.1159+0.0695 u
In M! 0.3783+0.0467 u
In M!~-0.101 1+0.0480 u
In  M! -2.0908+0,0620 u

North Sea
SW-NNW

31/1
31/2
31/3
31/4
31/5

Range A
1-15 ms'

In M! a-5.3906+0.4550 u
In M! ~-4.5049+0.4543 u
In M! -5.7850+0.4772 u
In M!a-6.3053+0.4774 u
In  M! -2.2902+0.1552 u

North Sea
SW-NNW

7.2-30 /1
3,0-7.2 /2
1.5-3.0 /3
0.95-1.5 /4
0,49-0. 95/5

0,94
0.95
0.96
0,97
0.71

31/1
31/2
31�
31/4

31/5
Range B
15-24 ms'

In M!-1. 844+0.104 In W!
In M! 2.521+0.079 In W!
In M!- 1,295+0.059 In W!
In M!-0.801+0.056 In W!
In  M! 0.043+0,109 In W!

7.2-30 /1
3.0-7.2 /2
1.5-3,0 /3
0.95-1.5 /4
0.45-0.95/5

North Sea
SW-NNW

0.39
0.37
0,31
0.30
0.45

32/1
32/2
32/3
32/4
32/5

Range A
1-15 ms'

North Sea
SW-NNW

In M! 1.844+0.104 In W!
In M! 2.521+0.079 in W!
In M!~1.295+0.059 In W!
In M!~0.801+0.056 In W!
In  M! 0.043+0.109 In W!

32/1
32/2
32/3
32/4
32/5

0.39
0.37
0.31
0.30
0.45

7.2-30 /1
3.0-7.2 /2
1.5-3,0 /3
0.95-1.5 /4
0.45-0.95/5

Range A
1-15 ms'

Table 3. Least squares curve estimates fitted to the In  M! data of tive size
classes of S-SAMC M figm s! versus 10 m wind speed u ms '! and In W! white-
cap coverage W  fraction!.
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three elevations, 4.5 rn, 12 m and 18,3 m, show a marked enhance-
rnent in concentration at 4.S rn elevation of the S-SAMC when the
wind speed exceeds about 10 ms', and at 12 rn and 18.3 m
elevations when the wind speed exceeds 15 ms '. The average
vertical profiles of the S-SAMC were calculated using the curve
fits 25, 26 and 27  described in Table 4! and are shown for differ-
ent wind speed conditions in Fig 5. The profiles illustrate that
when the wind speed exceeded 10 ms ' the S-SAMC gradient
between 4.5 m and 12 m elevations increased dramatically with in-
creasing wind speed. At the same time the gradient of the S-SAMC
between 12 m and 18.3 rn appears to increase slightly with increas-
ing wind speed.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of
sea-sa/t aerosol mass
concentration at three
heights- 4.$ m, 12 m,
$8.3 m above the mean
sea level plotted as
In M! against u�0! wind
speed. Curves are
described in Table 4.

6. Variation of sea-salt aerosol mass concentration with white-

cap coverage

Values of S-SAMC  M in ggrn'!, at 4.5 m, 12 m and 18.3 rn
height obtained almost simultaneously with whitecap coverage  W
fraction! are plotted as ln M! against ln W! in Fig. 6. The S-SAMC
data were again partitioned into low-wind-speed  range A! and
high-wind-speed  range B! data. For the 4.5 m S-SAMC data the
split  range A / range B! was made at 10 ms '. For the 12 rn and
18.3 m S-SAMC data the split was made at 15 ms'. Curves fitted
to the data f'rom both range A and range B and for all three heights
are included in Fig. 6. The results show a marked enhancement of
the S-SAMC at 4.5 m elevation when whitecap cover exceeds
about 5.73 x 10  which corresponds to W  u�0!=10 ms '!! andA
at 12 rn and 18.3 m elevations when W�exceeds about 2.03 x 10
 which corresponds to W� u�0!=15 ms '!.

To complete the presentation of the results, the S-SAMC data
obtained from the multi-stage irnpactor at 12 m elevation were

93
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Curve

No.
Data set Carr.

coeff.
Height Wind range
in m  u in ms'!

Curve fit

25/A

25/8

North Sea

SW-NNW
0.76

6.76
In M!-1.2512+0.1793 u
In M!--5.3887+D.7917 u

4.5 1-10

f 0-16

North Sea
SW-NNW

0.59

0.95
In M! 1.8540+0.0729 u
In M! -3.7904+0.4573 u

1-15

15-24

27/A

27/8
North Sea
SW-NNW

In M! 1.9355+0.0591 u
In M! -3,6587+0.4403 u

0.45

0.97

18.3 1-15

15-24

28/A

28/B
North Sea
SW-NNW

In M!-3.00+0.048 In W!
In M!-9.39+0.852 In W!

0.21

0.39

4.5 'I -10

10-16

29/A

29/B
North Sea

SW-NNW
12 In M! 3.24+0.078 In W!

In M!~9.8f +1.21 8 In W!
0.4O

0.88

1-15

15-24

30/A

30/8
North Sea
SW-NNW

18,3 In M! 3.680+0.f 39 In W!
In M!-9.27+ 1 .2314 In W!

0 66

0.95

1-15

15-24

Table 4. Least squares curve estimates fitted to the In  M! data of five size
classes af S-SAMC M pgrn~! versus 10 m wind speed u ms '! and In W! whit
cap coverage W {fraction!,

7. Cone}usion

The sea-salt aerosol mass concentrations over the North Sea
show remarkable differences that depend on whether the air is
advected from the English Channel, frotn the S%-NNW sector,
ham the AMER'-N sector, from coastal zone, or from land. This
indicates that S-SA over the North Sea is of a mixed type, originat-
ing from both Atlantic and locally emitting sources. Me sea-salt
aerosol associated with air advected from the NNW-N sector, as

obtained from the multi-stage impactor at 12 m elevation were
plotted as ln M! versus 1n W! in Fig. 7. 'Ae results, described by
the ten least squares linear curve fits show that S-SAMC within the
meas~ size ranges of 0.49-30 p.m  stages 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5! under-
goes a marked enhancement when W exceeds a value of
2.03 x 10'  which corresponds as above to W� u�0!=15 res'!!.
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Fig. 5. Comparison
of vertical profiles of
sea-st' aerosol
mass concentration

for different wind

speeds,

aerosol associated with air advected from the NNW-N sector, as
well as Rom the English Channel, were found to have a considera-
bly high mass concentration than that associated with air masses
advected fmm other sectors. In both of these high concentration
cases the wind fetch over the sea was not limited by contact with
land. This supports the proposition that fetch is one of the pararae-
ters influencing the aerosol emission from the sea surface and the
aerosol loading of a given air mass. A marked enhancement of the
8-SAMC was observed at 4.5 m elevation when the wind speed
u�0! exceeded 10 ms' and at 12 m and 18,3 rn e1evations when
the wind speed was greater than 15 ms '. Ia addition, the vertical
gradients of S-SAMC between 4.5 rn, 12 m and 18,3 m were small
uader conditions of light to moderate winds  i.e. u�0! less than 10
ms '! When the wind speed exceeded 10 ms' the vertical gradient
of the 5-SAMC between 4.5 m and 12 m elevation increased

dramatically with increasing wind speed. This could be interpreted
as a reflection of the increasingly important contribution to the at-
rnospheric salt budget of spume drops,  see also Monahan et aL,
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Fig. 7. Five size cfasses
of sea-sa/t aeneol mass

ooncenfration pbtted as
Ja M! verses whitecap
coverage as h W!.
Curve fits are descnbed
ia TsMe 9.

coverage fraction exceeds a value of 5.73 x 10 for the S-SAMC data
measured at 4.5 m elevation and when %�exceeds about
2.03 x 10' for the S-SAMC data measured at 12 I and 18.3 iri eleva-
tions. %'ithin the high-wind-speed range, correlation coefficients be-
tvmm S-SAMC and W�were found to be even better than between S-
SAMC and u�0!,  see M W�! and M u�0!! fits in Table 5!. In es-
sence, this result is consistent with the recently published work by
Monahan, �988!, which suggested that whitecap coverage should be
more directly related to bubble injection rate and sea surface aerosol
Qux than to either u�0! or wind &iction velocity.

Th Bt tlat Kh i pm flh HEXMAXE p
and will be subject to further analysis.
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Sire cut-off Wind speed
points in u�0! range
p.rn / keight in ms '

Correlation coefficients

Exp. fit Exp. fit Lin. fil
M U�0!! M Wj M U�0j!

Lin fit

M Wj

7.2-30

12m
0.02

0.99

0.78

0.96

1-15

15-24
0.69 0.07

0.94 0.88

0.05

0.99

0.56

0.95

3 0-7.2

12m
0.67

0.96

1-15

15-24
0.12

0.84

1.5-3.0

12m

0.95-1.5

12m

0.12
0.99

1-15

15-24
0.60

0.96

0.46 0,17
0.96 0.92

0.15

0.99

0.39

0.96

1-15

15-24
0.21

0.92

0,43

0.97

0.14

0.99

0.49-0.95

12m
0.32

0.95

1-15

15-24
0.16 0.20

0.71 0.78

Totaj mass
4.5 rn

0.01

0.35

1-10

10-16 0.59

0.69 0.04

0.66 0.42

Total mass

12 rn
0,07

0.99

1-10

15-24
013

0.89

0.72

0.96

0.65

0.95

1-15

15-24

Total mass

18.3 m
0.47

0.99

0.74

0.96

0.59 0.48

0.96 0.91

Table 5. List of the correiation coefficients of exponentiai and linear ieasl
squares estimates fitted to the sea-sait aerosol mass concentration  M! data trt
five size classes and vertical profiies, versus u� 0! wind speed and whitecap
coverage  W! data
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defining a fuHy difFerent domain of study of the air-sea interac-
tions: most of the relationships that describe the surface transfers
in calmer sea states are no longer, or not fully, valid. The dynae-
ics of the wave be"king have a direct influence on the generation
of currents and turbulence in the water body, hence on 61 phenom-
ena depending on the mixing of oceanic upper layers, The surface
geometry and its disruption probably have some influence on the
dynamics of the atmospheric surface layer and on surface wind
stress. Moreover, breaking waves disrupt the chemical and organIc
surface films; they produce and they entrain air bubbles in the
water body. Due to their entrainment under the surface, their
physic+chemical exchanges with water at various depths, and
their bursting at the surface, these bubbles are responsible for sea-
to-air exchanges of gases, moisture and dry nuclei that cannot be
described by the same relationships as the surface transfers.

The interconnections of phenomena of very different natures,
e.g. the strong influence of the water and surface-film chemistry oa
gas «nd moisture exchanges, increase the complexity of sea-ta-air
exchanges by about one order of magnitude. The scarcity af
reliable observations in the open sea, in addition to the large
number of variables known to be strongly interconnected tDakes it
dangerous to deduce relationships from mere statistics.

Gn the other hand, it has often been claimed that this large
number of inuwwnnected variables makes it useless to study any
part of the phenomena in isolation in the laboratory. Ihis point of
view is beed on the idea that the results from incomplete simula-
tions are statistically nearly never representative of the "real
world" or that their representativeness is, at best, poorly known.
Nevertheless, it is true that in the laboratory the purely statistical
apgeoach is quite handy but of little use when the laws of similarity
with "real worM" phenomena are either unknown or inconsistenL

-ooo-

The most usual approach in tunnel simulations can be caUed
the "scale model." The pvceesscs under scrutiny can be described
by relationships that can be written in a dimensionless form by
means of a limited number of independent scaling parameters, that
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velocity k� is a normalized surface flux defined by:

L FS  G Gw! �!

where F is the gas flux through the area S and c and c are the gas
concentrations in air just above surface and in the water just under
surface, respectively. For U   9 ms', they observe clear linear
variation of k�with wind speed for both gases. But for higher
wind speeds  U > 9 ms'! they put in evidence a sudden jurnp of
the values of k�up to a factor of 3, due to the outset of breaking
waves and the entrainment of air bubbles through which extra gas
transfer takes place.

Mernery and Merlivat's �983! work represents a typical
example of the "process study" approach. Facing this similarity
limit, they gave up the similarity concept sustaining relation �!, to
design a model of the bubble contribution to the flux itself. Pro-
vided relatively crude assumptions on the bubble dynamics in the
sub-wave turbulent field, the bubble generation process and the
bubble spectral distribution, this model focuses on the water-
bubble gas transfer and the bubble transport to the surface. It
emphasizes the important role of gas solubility and the difference
of the role of concentration gradient in wave-wind tunnel and at
the ocean-atmosphere surface. Finally it introduces the effect of
surfactants. The tunnel data, that were obviously dangerous to
directly "export" to the ocean conditions, provide a good test bed
for the model that is shown to be in good agreement with the rare
observations made at sea.

5. Various attempts to describe the near-surface bubble popu-
lation by general similarity laws have been recently summarized
by Wu �988!: the bubble concentration would vary proportionally
to the exponential of depth z and to wind speed at power 3,5, its
spectral distribution being universally proportional to r' for radii r
larger than 50 ljrn. Unfortunately these relationships do not appear
to be clearly supported by physical bases but result essentially
from statistical combinations of experimental data, Moreover the
experimental observations are not numerous, their results are quite
scattered and they differ in nature, e.g. measurements of global
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concentrations, of bubble spectra, of acoustic scattering crass
section, so that they take a common statistical significance only
inside the author's reducing and a-priori "model", The handiness
of such relationships should not mask the fact that although they
look like similarity laws, they are not.

To explore the mechanisms of generation and dispersion of the
bubbles and their significance for predicting bubble populations
close under and at the surface, Baldy �987, 1988! and Baldy and
Baurguel �985, 1987! adopted a "process study" approach in
adequacy with IMST tunnel emulation capabihties, In a first stage
Baldy and Bourguel �985! developed a technique to estimate
several local statistical characteristics of bubbles produced by
breaking waves in the tank, such as concentration probability func-
tions, crossing frequencies, arrival time intervals and speed distri-
butions. This technique is based on the adaptation of a laser-based
single-particle probe previously studied by Avellan and Resch
�982! to the flume experimental conditions of sampling time,
bubble density and probe position. But an important part of the
technique stands in the original software that they specially de-
signed for IMST Luminy Laboratory numerical system to acquire
and process on-line the probe peculiar signal, in order to mcard the
only data necessary to estimate the upper-mentioned statistical
characteristics. In particular this real-time software accounts for
the laser beam light nonuniformity, oblique crossing and multiple
reflexion problems.

In a second stage Baldy and Bourguel �985 and 1987! fully
documented a small number of breaking wave conditions, at all
depths from the deepest bubble observation to the surface, with
even measurements between wave troughs and crests. The high
statistical significance of the data thus obtained allowed Baldy
�988! to ascertain the relative importance of the twa main mecha-
nisms, production and dispersion, in two different depth zones.

Because the statistical characteristics obtained by the rneasure-
ments are in principle exactly representative only of the docu-
mented flume breaking-waves, the last stage consists of incor-
porating understanding of the mechanism so deduced into a gen-
eral model of the generation-dispersion process, and to test it
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12 Bulk transfer perspective
By correlating simultaneous measurements of vertical velocity

and specific humidity fluctuations, the latent heat flux  for ex-
ample! can be determined near the surface

H�= pL,w'q'

whew p is the density and L the latent heat of vaporization of
C

water. Through similarity theory  FairaU et al., 1987! the surface
Aux, H, can be expressed in terms of bulk atmospheric proper-
ties and the transfer coefficient, C<

Hw � � PL, CFQ[f � g z!]

where 6 is the mean wind speed and q the specific hurmdity «t
height z, and q, the surface specific humidity. C can be thought
of as the efficiency of moisture transfer fmm the sea surface in
response to the forcing by windspeed and air-sea humidity differ-
ence.

The bulk moisture transfer coefficietit has a value on the order

of lxlo for measurements made at 10 rn, and is expected to de-
crease slowly with increasing windsgeed over ice  Joffre,1982! or
over water  Liu et al., 1979! because of' increased sheltering of the
surface by the roughness elements. The effects of sea spray on
evaporation of the ocean can be expected to show up as an en-
hancement of the 'drop free' CE with increasing windspecd. 1n the
surnrnaries of transfer coefficient measurements given by Ander-
son and Smith �981! there are very few measurements for winds
above 10 ms ' and most of those are not from the open ocean biit
from beach sites where there are probably surf effects. Francey
and Garratt �979! found both transfer coefficients to increase with
increasing wind speed; surprisingly, the sensible heat coefficient
increased faster than the moisture coefficient. In a recent survey of
bulk parameterizations by Blanc �985!, only one of ten schemes
projected scalar transfer coeNcients that decreased with increasing
wind speed.
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typically 1/10th the size of the parent bubble  those which produce
jet drops range between 0.1 to 2.0 mm diarnctcr range!. Onc to
five jet preps axe produced per bubble while the much sxnaller film
drops axe produced in the hundaxis. The mtc of production of jct
drops on a microphysical scale is much better known than that for
film drops, which is still the subject of debate  c.g., Cipriano er aL,
1987!. It is now known that the larger size droplets  greaer than
10 pm radius! doiriinate the liquid water production by sea spray
 Stramska, 1987; MiHer, 1987; Edson, l987!, so our poor under-
standing of fiLm droplets will not handicap the analysis of the
effects on the heat fluxes  the same is not true if one's interest is in
Aitken nuclei, optically relevant aerosols, or cloud condensation
nuclei!.

There is also considerable evidence that bubbles axe not the

only source of droplets. At wind speeds in excess of 13 ms ' them
is a rapid increase in the observed sea salt aerosol concentrations at
large sizes  Monahan er al., l983; FairaO et al., 1983!. It has been
postulated that this increase is due to the additional production of
droplets by the so-called spume' mechanism where the strong
turbulence simply blows the foam patch right off the top of a
breaker, This phenomenon can be easily observed at high winds
and its appearance threshhold constitutes a criteria fm' sea state 7.

22 Oceanic droplet source strength
The droplet surface source strength is crudely defined as the

number of drops of a given size interval produced by each square
centimeter of the ocean per second. Clearly, this strength is a
function of sea state as chaxmcterized by whitecap fraction and/or
wind spcxxL Additional information is require to define the
source function because at each size the particles are ejected with
a distribution of initial vertical velocities  Blanchaxd and Wood-
cock, 1957!. The usual approach is to assume that the droplets
magically appear at the top of their inost probable trajectory
 Edson, 1987!, In other words, the droplets are treated as being
created by a distribution of elevated sources. The typical ejection
height is on the ceder of 5 cm. This apl~ach is justifiable because
the time scale for this pa~ss is quite small compared to the
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3. Droplet Microphysics

3.1 Evaporation

Consider a single droplet of mass, m, given by
P

4
M = � CP

P 3 P
�!

We assume that the particle is a saltwater solution so that

Pp=P + Po P�!r-o/r �!

where p is the density of water, p, the density of the particle with
all water reinoved to produce a dry rmdius, r,

If the water vapor pressure exerted by the droplet, e, is greater
P

than its surroundings, e, then the droplet will evaporate at a rate
given by  Pruppacher and Klett, 1978!

r/mz///t = 4rr fp�r[ez � r,r~,T<! � e]/ R,T! �!

where f is a ventilation factor. The dmplet vapor pressure can be
convert@ to an effective saturation vapor density or specific
humidity, q, at the surface of the droplet to yield

Bmz/Bt = -4rr f g�rp qz-q! f7l

From Fitzgerald �975! we estimate q by
p
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as rneasuremefits of oceanic bubble spectra become more reliable
and reproducible. A comparison of recerit results  Monahan, 1988;
MiBer and Fairali, 1988! hem all three methtxis suggests that, as
the methods are refined, the agreetnent is improving and a reason-
able consensus is anticipated in the near future.
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Figure 1. Sample@pray
dropletconcentration
parameters from the
HEXIS T experiment
 upper panel!. The
concentration variables
are expressed as the
volume  pm'! per radius
increment  turn!.
 a! Droplet volume
concentration  votflurf'/
cm! versus radius
 upper pane/!,

 b! Droplet source
strength, s�, as a
function of droplet radius
for the spray bubblers
used in the HEXIST
experiment. The source
is expressed in units of
droplet volume  ym~!
per square centimeter of
ocean per second per
pm radius increment.
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i> -At/i~- �  e! r  � � a!� � y/  r/ r~! � 1]! � 5!

where
A = f,D�p/p �1!

The factor a is necessary because the evaporating droplet is as-
surncd to be at the 'wet bulb' temperature  Pmppacher and
Klctt, 1978!, T�,

a = L, /  R�Ts! T � T ! �2!

Edson �987! has shown that thc time for even 100 pm droplets to
reach the wet bulb temperature is small compared to the turbulence
integral time scale at the particie ejection height.

32 The particle size spectral densify
R Section 4 we wiH discuss the transport of particles or dmp-

lcts in o~s of a particle concentration variable. A variety of

where q is the saturation value for pure water with no surface
curvature at the droplet temperature, T, and y a parameter that
depends on the chemistry of the dry componc:nt  y = l for sea salt}.

A spray droplet pleased from the ocean wiD lose; water mass
by evaporation until it approaches a state of equilibrium. A pure
water chaplet wil! completely evaporate but a salt water droplet
will usually retain a considerable amount of water in equilibrium.
The equilibrium condition is defined by setdnll Bm /ck&. Fmm
�! and  8! this defines an equilibrium particle size, r,

r,/r,=G, S!=[ +T/�-S!]'"  9!
where we have assumed that T I in equilibrium and S is the

P

ambient water vapor saturation ratio.
The rate of change of size of an evaporating droplet is obtained

by taking the derivative of �! and combining it with �! and �!;
this can bc written
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rticle concentration variables are used in the literature, the sim-
:st is the total number concentration, N{r!, which is the total
 mber of particles per unit volume of air with radius smaller than
The size spectral density, n r!, is the number per unit volume
Ith radius greater than rW/2 but less than r+dr/t2 and is directly
lated to N r!

�3!N r! = I n r'!dr'
These distributions describe the salt water solution droplets as

.ey appear under ambient conditions. We can define a quasi-
!nservative variable in terms of the mass of salt in the particles
t', equivalently, the dry radius of the particles. For example, we
m define the size spectral density that would result if the particles
ere dried out completely as n  r !. The total number of droplets

0 0
er unit volume with dry radius less thanr is N  r ! sothat

0 0 0

N, r,! = I 'n  r~! dr~ {14!

Ensemble Average Models

.l Budget equations
Follow ring Fairall et al.  l 987!, we can write the simple

ane&mensional, ensemble average budget equations for the
tankard. meteorological variables as

DQ/Dz = r/ w' e' !/ dz � �  L,/czjE {15a!

�5b!Dq�/ Dz = d w'q�'!/ z/ z + E-

Dq,/ Dt = � z/ w'q>-< w,> q>j/8 z E� �5c!

where the primes denote turbulent fluctuations, e is the potential
emperature, q the specific humidity  vapor!, q the specific
tumidity {liquid!, cw > the volume averaged fall velocity, and E

8
he total evaporation rate
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E = � �zzp� I p! f r irn r!+ rr'n' r!] dr �6!

�-nP.»!f " "-.!n .!d =�np�i3!fr n r!dr �!

The droplets interact with the basic thermodynamic variables �5a
and 15b! through the droplet evaporation term  E!.

Ir! the same simplified 1-dimensional form, the particle bodget
equations become

Dno I Dz= 8[w'n� '+wzn' w, n � ]Id z+z �8a!

Dn I Dz = r7  r'pn+ -r'zn'! / Br ol[w'n'+ -w'n' w,-n'! i g z+z�
�8b}

where w denotes the particle slip velocity  relative to the fluid!.

Standard formulae are available for the mean value of w as a

function of particle size  Pruppacher and Klett, 1978!. The con-
centration-slip covariance term is responsible for the inertial
impaction deposition mechanism  Slinn et al., 1978! and also leads
to reduced turbulent transport for large particles.
Again, note that the terms believed to be negligible above the
molecular sublayer have been dropped From these expressions.
Also note that the basic liquid water conservation equation �5c!
can be obtained from �8b! by converting number density to mass
density and integrating over all radii.

While n is a, quasi-conservative variable, n r! is not because
0

the dmplets change their size whi1e evaporating. Thus, �8a! is a
simple conservation equation, but the analogous equation for the
non-conservative variable, n r!, requires the additional radius time
derivative terms on the right hand side. Hence, two budget equa-
tions are required, one to keep track of the salt �8a! and one to
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Note that the molecular diffusion terms have been dropped because
they are only relevant in the diffusion sublaycr  within a mm of the
interface!. The liquid water content is the integral over the dr!oplet
distribution
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keep track of the salt plus water �8b!. Notice that in order to use
 IG!, we must be able to specify the value of r that is appropriM
for each value of r. This is done by finding the value of r such that

N r! = N0 r~! �9!

42 Madeli jig the covariance terms
Ensetllble average models are often classified by the method

used to mode1 the covariance terms that appear in �5! and �8!.
Wc could form budget equations for the covariances, but these
would contain third-order covariances. lf we termnatc this infmitc
hierarchy of equations by approximating the third-oCer terms as
coinbinatioas of second and first-order variables, then this is re-
ferred to as a second-order closure model. A simpler approach is to
use the conventional eddy-diffusion coefficient  or, first-order
closure! model, often referred to as K-theory.

Following the aiialogy of the molecular diffusion flux expres-
sion, thc turbulent Aux is written

'q�' = � ECp& q�/ 8 �0!

where K� is the scalar gr3dient diffusion coefficierit. 4'ithin tmie
realm of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory  Fairall et al., 1987!.
wc can write

K],= rzu /4], z/L! �1!

Kz �. Nzu, �2!
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where u. is the friction velocity, k the von Karman constant �.4!,
L the Monin-Obvthov stability length scale, and N� the dimen-
sionless scalar gradient function. Since the droplet effects on the
heat fluxes will only be important under rather strong wind
conditions, we can be confident in using the neutral approximatioo

to �1!
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using a surface layer first-order closure model developed speciA-
cally for this application  Ling and Kao, 1976; Ling et al.,1978;
Ling er aI..1980!. The budget equations were non-dimensionalized
using wave height, wind sped, and air-sea temperature and hu-
midity differences and solved for equilibrium conditions  zem time
derivatives!. The earlier work used only a single, Axed droplet
size, but 1ater papers allowed 5 droplet sizes �, 20, 40, 70, and 150
trmn radius!. The droplets were assumed to be pure water so �8a!
was not used and the r'g' covariance term was neglected. The
surface source function, based on laboratory measurements. was
assumed to have a quadratic windspeed dependence but a wind
speed inchqendent shape. Since the surface source function ap-
pears to bc much larger than those discussed in section 2, it is not
surprising that substantial effects of droplets on the surface
evapmition were found.

Strarnska  l 987! has developed a K-theory model to study sea
salt aerosol profiles that falls somewhere between the Burk and
Ling models in philosophy. As did Burk, Strarnska used the sur-
face source model for particles smaller than 15 p.in radius from
Monahan er al. ]982! and assumed that these particles are in an
evaporative equilibrium state. However, the evaporation necessary
to maintain this equilibrium is allowed to feedback onto the rnois-
turc and ternpcrature profiles. As it turns out, these particles pro-
duce a negligible effect on thc incan scalar profiles  this is consis-
tent with conclusions of Ling er al., 1980!. The e6'ects of larger
droplets «t high wind speeds �0 ms '! were examined by introduc-
ing an «d hoc droplet pmAle based on near surface data and an
assuined denea!a in the vertical. An evaporation equation similar
to �0! was used assuming the droplets were pure water. This led
to an increase in temperature of about 2' K and an increase in
humidity of about S%. Stramska did not assume dynamic equilib-
rium but started with «n initial profile and integrated the budget
equations in time. 'This permitted a study of the equilibrium re-
sponse time of the aetmxHs as a function of size. The results were
very similar to that of FairaH ct al. �983! with 10 pm radius par-
ticles requiring a few hemrs to reach dynamic equilibriurri. The
larger the particle, the shorter the response time because the



removal process  gravitational fallout! inneaes with size.

5. Monte Carlo Models

dw w� = � + g r!
dh �3!

where w is the particle's vertical velocity', t is a time scale for the
maroon, and t; t! is a random forcing function due to turbulence.

The above authors assume that the motion of the particles is
passive, i.e., they assutne that the particles are of such size that
they follow the turbulent motion of the atmosphere exactly. With
this assumption, the tirnescale in �3! is the Lagrangian integral
time scale of the turbulence, and the random forcing function is
derived observing the constraints that

w' t! = 0 �4a!

�4b!

where a is the standard deviation of the atmospheric vertical
velocities.

The 'passive contaminant' assumption is not valid for the jet
drops  -10 � 100@m radius! that wc are interested in for the sea
spray problem. Gravitational and inertial effects tnust be included
in order to realistically sitnulate their trajectories. This is
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5.1 Lagrangian Markov chain
The most common form of Monte Carlo simulation applied to

transport of droplets is the Lagrangian  i.e., a reference frame
moving with the particle! Markov chain. Maxkov chain simulations
werc used by Reid �979!, Legg and Raupach �982!, «nd Ley and
Thomson f l983! to successfully model dispersion of neutrally
buoyant particles within the surface layer. The Markov chain is a
finite difference form of the Langevin equation; the Langevin
equation being given by
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Rgure 2. Lagrangian rnocfel simulation of $0 droplet trajectories for the
HEXIST experiment at 9 nv's no&nal eind speed. The vertical axis is fhe
~t height  cm! and the horizontal axis ks the droplet distance  cm!
downwind of the source The upper pane/Is a famI/y of trajectories for a 50
lute radius droplet, the lower panelis for a 10@m radius droplet Both are
released from t 0 cm for co~erison.
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Rpure 3. Drog&t volume corcentratbe spectre vs. he/At prof' s tor hvo
select& size droptets from EXIST. 7' lines denote smoothed fIts to
IneaSured data, the Symteks denOR Vat~ Sknulated With the L,agranglan
mode/ averaged over 6 e moW runs. The b~ Irpd<Ar the standard
4evhtfons from the mean vabes. The cancNions for th s example are a
eohthe humkNy near 700%, no&nal 4odspeecf of 9 ms' and lnitia! edtus
et 15 and 40 yrn for the two draplst sizes.
I'a! aownwlnd fetch of 5 m.
 bf dolewvlnd fetch of 9 rn.
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R vM 4. ~ <n FigUre 8 ~ fof Overrating  norY+7ai retat~ ~~~ near
50%j concNjons. The initial radii at time of reiease ere again 15 end40 pm
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contribution to a total latent flux of 225 %/rn ' has been computed
to be on thc otdcr of 1 W/m ~. For the HRXIST situation the
dmplet liquid water mass was 10 of the- avqxx coeamration,
Qt'hich is quite lnodcst Irt a subsequent exptvhlhc+t  named
CLU$E!, the entire surface of thc water in the tunnel was turned
into a whitecap. This yielded droplet concentrations and latent heat
fiux contributions more than two orders of magnitude greater.

Thc potential droplet contributioa can be also crudely csti-
rnated by integrating thc souse function  Fig. lb! over radius to
obtain the total liquid ~ater sea spray Aux. This implies that the
sea spray would contribute 785 W/m' to thc total latent heat Aux if
thc ocean were 100% whitecap covered and all droplets evaporated
before impacting the sea surface. For the open ocean, this nurrtbcr
must be considered to be uncertain by at least onc half an order of
magnitude. The HEXIST experiment  which had 1.5% 'whitecap'
coverage and, hence, an 11 W/m potential! suggests that about
10% of the spray liquid water was converted to vapor by

Fgure S.
Est/mate ol the

drop!et ee-
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transfer ts
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evaporation.
While the EXIST and CLUSE measurements and model

studies represent idealizations  fresh water evaporating in a wind
tunnel!, the implication is that droplets will make a significant
contribution to the total evaporation when the wind speed ex-
cd approximately 15 ms'.
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formation. Figure 2 shows model calculations of xT and t', for
typicml high !atitudc, polar low conditions. From this and similar
figures not showa, we see that t is always at least three orden of
magnitude smaller than t. Thus, for spray droplets, the sensible
and latent heat transfers are essentially decoupled. In effect, the
ambient relative humidity has negligible effect on the thermal
evolution of spray droplets; and the air-sea temperature difference
has negligible eff'cct on their moisture  size! evolution.

Ia Figurc 2 I have also plotted the time constant xz the time
required for a dmplet of radius r, to fall l meter in still air. If x, is
maUcr than t, or x, a spray droplet will likely fall back into the
sca before transferring its available heat or moisture into the air.

Figure 1. Conceptual model o/ Neat and moisture transfer associated with
sea spray at blah latitude.

Fmm the figure, we see that because of the rapidity of the thermal
exchange, virtually ajl sca spray droplets reach thermal equilibrium
with the air. Only droplets smaller than about 10-20 pm, however,
effectively reach moisture equilibrium before falling back into the
sea
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The Role Gf Breaking Waves is the Conb'ol of
the Gas Exchange
Properties of the Sea Surface

T. Torgerscn
R.Mason
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J. Beooit
M P. Dowling
M. Wihon

E.C. Monahan

Introduction

The gas exchange properties of the surface ocean arc a primary
control on the response time of the atmosphere and the surface
layer to natural and anthropogenic perturbation. If we arc to
successfully integrate ocean-atrriosphere coupling in.to global- and
local-scale models, a predictive pararoeterization of the gas ex-
change process must be established.

There have been numerous 6cld «nd laboratory studies of the
controlling parameters af gas exchange, The role of wind velocity
has been clearly defined but the measured rates of gas exchange
have little correlation with the instantaneous wind and the local
wind velocity field. This is the result of the variability of the
surface wind and the physical memory of the process of surface
ocean mixing/gas exchange. 'De principal means of determining
oceanic gas exchange rates, Rn-222 rmeasurernents, has an inherent
radiochemical rnernory that integrates the process over several
days. Finally, there is a nonlinear relation between the wind shear
across the ocean surface and the boundary layer controlling gas
exchange.

An initial series of experiments to determine the relationship
between braking waves and the gas exchange pmcess was
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recently completed. Breaking waves greatly increase the surface
area available for gas exchange  in a highly nonlinear manner! and
the relative area of breaking waves is related to both the surface
roughness and thc local wind field. Such an approach may provide
a pararrw:omzation and/or a real time satellite predictive data base
far the accurate determination of octmnic gas exchange rates which
cotIld be inexpxated into a coupled ocean-atmosphere model.

The gases used to study this process were Rn-222 and Hg'.
These gases  with C- l4! represent the methodology and data base
for most oceanic gas exchange work. Furtherrrwee, the developing
technology in this Department allows for the collection of atmos-
pheric Hg' and thus the possibility of quantifying the role of the
breaking event itself as distinct from the wave and turbulence
processes which accompany breaking waves.

Experirrsental Set-Up

Sources for Rn-222  Ra-226! and Hg'  Hg metal! were estab-
lished using gas permwblc membranes which isolate the gas and
liq,uid phase. These sources werc placed in a quiescent tank for
several days to initialize the concentrations at some reasonably
high value. The spike sources were then removed and the experi-
ment was begun under several different conditions; in both sea-
water and freshwater.

 l! BUCKET TIPPING AT A FIXED RATE: a tipping
bucket was employed to simulate the formation of oceanic
whitecaps and the accompanying bubble formation  Fig. l!.

�! STIRRING ONLY: a submersible pump was used to
horizontally homogenize thc tank for thc breaking wave experi-
ments and it was necessary to conduct a control experiment,

�! NULL EXPERIMENT; a null experiment was conducted
 no bucket tipping, no stirring! to determine any experimental
artifacts.
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ability to measure whitecap cover and surface roughness by satel-
lite, potentially make this approach a more usefully predictive than
the wind velocity parameterization.
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The IMST Frit Bubble Spectra:
Characteristics and Comparisons with
Laboratory and Oceanic Breaking %1ve Spectra

Ramon J. Cipriano and David K. Woolf
Marine Sciences Institute

University of Connecticut
Avery Point
Groton, Connecticut 06340

For similar operating mechanisms, different IMST frits have
fairly reproducible bubbLe spectra The spectrum in thc &it-
produced bubble plume reaching the water surface is a sensitive
function of position in it. For a given airflow rate, as distance from
the plume axis inness, thc spectrum narrows markedly, the
maximum concentration decreases significantly, and the peak in
the frequency distribution shifts to smaller bubbles, For a given
position in the plume, increasing the airflow rate broadens the
spectral shape, and simultaneously lowers the amplitude of thc
fluency peak while shifting it to larger bubble radii. %be spec-
tral width also broadens markedly as thc orientation af the frit
changes from horizontal to vertical. Both examples of spectral
broadening ee almost certainly due to enhanc& bubble coales-
cence. For similar frit parameters, the seawater spectrum will have
a tnuch greater population of smaller bubbles, whereas both seawa-
ter and freshwater spectra tend to converge at larger bubble radii.
As compared to bubble spectra obtained in several laboratory
whitecap simulations, wherein thc bubbles are formed the breakup
of air entrained by wave '[sealing, the frit spectra are much
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narrower, and have much steeper negative slopes at the large end.
These experiments do suggest that realistic whitecap bubble
spectra can be synthesized using an array of different frits, or a set
of similar frits of suitable geometry.
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Identification of Critical Research Topics

Pane! Discussion Summary

Moderator: S.E. Lar.en

Risy National Laboratory
DK-4000 Roskilde

Denmark

The symposium from which this report originates ended with a
panel discussion. The purpose was to identify questions of irnpor-
tance for irnpmvernent of oor insight into the ciceanic bubble-
droplet processes with respect to both the mechanisms driving
these processes and their irnpor~ce for air-sea exchange,

The outcome of this discussion may be of interest to a more
general public than those present during the meeting. Therefore,
the summary presented here has been included in the symposium
proceedings,

Of the many unresolved questions, the discussion tended to
revolve amund a number of themes that will also bc used to stratify

the summary.
First, the discussion ccntcmi on the microdcscription of

individual bubbles and their droplet production. Here the general
concern was that although much information is available from
laboratory work, many uncertainties remain due to the multipar-
arneter character of the problems. Notably the following items
were raised:

~ When bubbles burst at the water surface, both jet drops and
fihn drops are ejected. Ejection characteristics including size
relations between bubbles and. dmps need to be more thoroughly
described, to facilitate the work on relating conditions just below
the sea surface to those just above.

~ The lack of systematic knowledge about ejection



characteristics becomes especial!y marked when we consider
borsting bubbles in a foam pad or bubbles bursting through a
surface film. In both cases our knowledge is essentially limited
because the ejection characteristics are highly variable.

I't was erriphasized that more experiments on enrichment
factors ee noxbM The enrichment factors are defined as the ratio
between the concentration of a contaminant  mostly bacteria have
been considered! in a drop and the corresponding bulk concentra-
tion in the water from which the drop originates. The enrichment
arises from a combination of bubble scavenging when it rises
through the water, and the fact that most of the bubble fi!m is
included in the dip ejection when the bubble bursts. Quite thor-
ough !aboratory work has been done on the enrichment factors, but
only for rather limited bubble and contaminant sizes and contami-
nant types.

~ In recent years the experimental techniques have been com-
p!emented by detailed numerical rriodels. This technique may be
particularly useful in connection with many of the above-consid-
ered prob!ems, e.g., the characteristics of bubble bursting, because
these are associated with mu! titudes of governing parameters and
their variation. Such prob!ems might more easily be systernatica!ly
studied by numerical models.

Next, the prob!erns about assigning source functions to the
marine aeroso!s were discussed. These questions were considered
because in order to accurm,te!y predict the evolution of the aerosol
spectrum, one needs to have a re!iab!e parameterization of the
aerosol source at the surface as function of the relevant parlmeters.
such as wind speed, ocean surface characteristics and diameter.
The fol!owing points were raised;

~ Thee is a need to establish concensus for the source func-
tions. This wou!d involve description not only of the amount of
droplets ejected fmrri characteristic surfaces in different size bins,
but also of the ejectiori characteristics such as speed, direction and
height.

Also, the turbu!ence transport close to the waves needs to be
considered mm c!osely. This tmbu!ent diffusion is the only
process that can take the ejected droplets further up than their
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ejection height. Since rmmy source functions are estimated
backwards from measurements of spectra at greater height, a
generally accepted method for describing the turbulence fluxes
close to the surface becomes irnpmet, both when comparing
different souse function estimates and when using these estimates
to determine aerosol spectra.

Finally, it was emphasized that although aerosols from wave-
generated bubbles were probably dominating, one should not
completely neglect the other rnechanisrns. Here the chop and
spume droplets especially are well-known far high wind ~M.
However, maybe it was worth considering other bubble sources
such as rain and snow. Rain and snow wouki not only scavenge the
almdy existing particles, but also could create new populations
with different compositions, reflecting the composition of the
precipitation.

In spite of the above considerations, the dominating importance
of breaking waves for the oceanic bubble/droplet populations is
well recognized. 'Therefore, the relations between whitecaps, foam
structure and bubble production were considered essential. Several
points were raised:

~ The possibility for linking the whitecap coverage and thereby
the bubble production to the wave spectrum emmet a promising
appmach. It would provide a rational way of describing the white-
cap coverage and bubbIe and aerosol spectra for inhomogeneous
 lijnited fetch! and non-staticemry situations, by use of wave
spectral models. It was reahxed that these models were far from
perfect and also that a number of issues would have to be resolved
concerning the detailed bubble and foam structure «round a wave.

~ The structure, size and distributions of different parts of the
whitecap are situated relative to a breaking wave. There was
general agreemermt about the necessity to distinguish at least be-
tween the foam situated directly on the actively spilling ar plung-
ing part of the waves and the foam situated where the bubbles re-
crr|efgc behind the wave front.

The participants in the discussion emphasized the need for
measurement of bubble spectra under the different parts of the
waves to build up the systematic knowledge needed. It was pointed
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